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COVER PHOTOGRAPH:
There were aery few L.€IY. engines to carry names after one excepts the absorbed, stock

of the East Lancashire Railway, where uery few engines didn't carry twmes. The Barton
Wright 4-4-0s were the big exception to the nrle and for a while, ten of the type carried. the
names of Dtrectors or the titles of Royalty. The names lasted no rnore than a decade and,

many engines were withdrawn uithin twenty years as the Aspinall 'standard'classes er.pan-

ded. Of 100 engines built, only 14 remained in 191.0 and these all had the smaller 3'bogie
wheels of the last (1887) batch. The rwmber of the example in the picture cannot be read
but it is one of the few still at work in the Edwardian era and. one of only three seen by this
uriter uith a tender bearing coalrails, There are few photographs of the locomotates with a

fully lettered tend.er either, which all point to the aiew being taken in the early Hughes period.
The express headcode d,enotes a fast train and the mixed, L.€EY and, N.E.R, coaching

stock flggest a through York to Leeds sentice. As the L,EY. aehicles are both third class,

one wonders whether the bogie and six-wheeled can"iage are part of the norrnal make-up of
the semice?
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No.1413 leaaes York with the 4.25pm to Ltverpool on TthAugust 1911.The traintscom-
posed, entirely of non-corrid,or 'arc' roof stock but most of the Ltuetpool to York trains had,

corxidor stock of oery imtlar oppearunce by this date. A L.€/N.W.R, train stand's in the

through platform on the left. Photo courtes) Ken NunnfLCGB
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YORK
The other end of the line
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S. SUTCLIFFE

THE MANCHESTER AND LEEDS RAILWAY was opened throughout on
1st March 1841 but terminated at Normanton where passengers to Leeds had to
.proceed by a Coach service which met all trains. It assumed the title of the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway in 1847, and it'was from Normanton that it
reached York on lst May, 1884 with running-powers over the North Eastern Rail-
way from Altofts Junction. An agreement ratified on Bth February 1886 limited
the rights to passenger traffic only, and not until 10 years later were they allowed
to work cattle traffic to York.

On 30th October 187 4 tl:Ie Midland Railway was authorised to work all clas-

ses of traffic over the former York and North Midland lines from Ferrybridge to
York requesting permission to stable engines at York and it was decided to house

them in the largest of the three Roundhouses at. the South Shed, and under a

formal Agreement dated January 1883 they were to pay 525 a year for each
engine plus gas and water at cost. Lancashire and'Yorkshire Engines were also

stationed at York at !,25 per annum each and were allowed to turn on NER turn-
tables without cost, but 6d was charged for any distant L&Y engine wishing to
turn. Coal was supplied at 12l6d. per ton to L&Y engines, water at 1/- per tank
and lighting-up was performed for 1/-.
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The L.EY six-coach Newcastle
express arriues at York behind
the first of the Hughes 4-6-0s
No.1506. The engine carries

bogie brak,es which were rern-

oued after a few years sen;ice.

The train is the much heralded
set of elltptical roof corridor
coaches with dining carriages

in the centre as described in
the Railuay Magazine of 191 1 .

In the writer's opinion, 'ou,r'
train lost nothing in the corn'
parison wtth the reciProcal
N.E. R. stock.

Photo courtesy Ken Nunnf
LCGB

Specimen charges in 1897 for services provided under the Agreement between
the NER and the LYR were as follows:

2,504 tanks of water at 1/- 125. 4. 0.

stabling 3 engines at t,25 75. 0. 0.

1,529 Engines turned @ 6d. 38.4. 6.

138 tons of coal at 1216 per ton 86. 5. 0.

Lighting-uP 987 @ 1/- 49. 7. 0.try
The Lancashire and Yorkshire had engines stationed at York uzually 4-4-Os,

but also to be seen were 'Aspinall Atlantics', and 'Hughes 4-6-0s'. The latter were
a common sight from the time when in their original form they staxted arriving,
to when the last one worked a special train from Blackpool to York inJuly 1951

Various classes of engines worked through to Scarborough in the summer months
but these were mainly 0-6-0 engines. From 1903 during the summer months the
11.05 train from Manchester worked through to Scarborough, returning on the
2.55 from Scarborough. L&Y.lbcos worked through to Scarborough as recently
as Summer 1929 in L.M.S. days, and minor repairs and servicing were carried out
there as required.

Under the Running-Powers agreement however the most notable was t-he

working of L&Y dining-car trains between Liverpool and Newcastle which com-
menced on lst July 1908. The 11.10a.m.from Liverpool called at York from
1.45 to 2.L2 and, the 12.30 from Newcastle called at York from 2.11 to 2.36.
Engines were changed at York, i.e. the L&Y engine from Liverpool came off and
the N.E.R. engine took the train forward to Newcastle and the reverse applied.
The carriages however were not changed and a coloured card published by The
Loco Publishing Co.Ltd. depicts a'Hughes'4-6-0 engine and train of North
Eastern stock passing Walkden on the way to York.
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,Highflyer, 1402 leaoes York at 2.35pm with a North Eastern Railway express to Liuerpool.

The seaen-coach set, including the full oan, were butlt in 1908 and only 53ft.-6in. long but
with their crimson lh.tery with white roofs (when new) must haue looked most handsome

and. were probabty rnuch ad.mired in'Lancashire. The photograph was taken by the late Ken

Nunn in August 1911.

The Railway Magazine of February 1911. gives particulars of the Dining-Car
Express between Liverpool, Manchester, York and Newcastle which consisted of
,six bogie carriages with a total length over all of 365ft.-gin., and it accommo-

dated 51 first-class arrd 226 third-class passengers. The whole of the vehicles are

9ft.-wide-the full extent of the company's load gauge, and incandescent gas-

lighting and steam-heating are arranged throughout the train. The first-class

dining-car is 69ft.-1in. over buffers, twelve-wheeled, and divided into two pas-

sengei compartments for smoking and for luncheon and dinner, accommodates
33 passengers. Kitchen and pantry, together with a lavatory are arranged at one

end and at either end there are entrance vestibules. At each table electric bell
communication is provided. The third-class dining car is similarly divided into
smoking and non-smoking compartments with entrances through vestibules at
either end. Accommodation'is provided for 66 passengers and there is a lavatory
at one end of the cax, which is 56 feet long.'

It is likely that the L.& Y. and the M.R. had their loco shcd accommodation at

the south end of York station. There were two sheds on thc left-hand side which
were used by those companies' locos. Both were demolished some years ago.
Platforms 1 and 2 were the usual departure roads for l.he L.&Y. trains but the
former has now been lifted and the latter is no longcr in use by passenger trains.
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The last run of the remainW Hughes
4-6-0 in luly 1951 was rnost

fittingly from Blackpool to York
uith an enthusiasts' excurston.
No.50455 was one of the exam'
ples built on frarnes intended

for 4-6-4 tank locos and has

one of Hughes's 3,000 gallon
tenders that matched these

engines so well. The train u)as

ru,n in coniunction with the
SZS and MLS and is seen on
arriual at York soon after
7 p*.
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GOODS TRAFFIC

J. B. HODGSON

FIRSTLY-what is ,goods traffic'? The L&Y were very similar to other
forward-looking raitwiy companies in classifying Goods as "all other business

which is not cJnnected with carrying passengers, their appurtenances; and with
the running of the railway, its machinery, and maintenance."

There iere two main sections of goods traffic-namely Private Owner and

Railway-Carried traffic. The latter was broken down into many items, the four
main kinds being:-

(r) Livestock traffic
(b) Dangerous traffic
(c) Perishable traffic
(d) Other

It is with "Other" that this article is intended to deal.

During the early part of Aspinall's reign a census of traffic was carried out
across the whole of the railwaY.

Part of Brighouse goods Yard about
1920. Most of the stock are priaate

owner rnineral wagons in this uiew

wtth just half a dozen L.€l Y. uehicles

in eatdence. Foreigners include
LNWR and GWR. The 1}-ton brake

aan has a rePorting number 5997.

The result was as follows:-
Period of Census : One week.

SHEETED traffic . 14%
PART-LOAD traffic 3%
TRANSHIP traffic 12%
CLASSI traffic ' 12%
CLASS 2 traffic 8%

SUNDRIES traffic 2%
LIVESTOCK traffic 11%
DANGEROUS traffic 17o

PERISHABLE traffic 9%

PRIVATE OWNER traffic 28%

The above was of L&Y traffic (consigned to and from L&Y stations only)
and did not include 'foreign'traffic (starting or finishing beyond the L&Y
stations).

If a customer offered traffic in sufficient quantity to fill a wagon (either by
weight or capacity-wise) and it was consigned to another railway station, this
was sent as Sheeted Traffic and the railway company covered the load with a
tarpaulin sheet, the wagon was delivered to the required station to be unloaded
by the recipient. Of course the Goods Agent would offer other services-cartage
(loading and emptying of the wagon), delivery (to and from station), warehousing
(storage), and Bond Store were some of these.

If the consigned goods were not of sufficient quantity to 'fill' a wagon, but
were (generally) more than half a load-the customer would have two alternatives:

1. to pay an excess to ensure that his goods did NOT share the uagon (or aan),
or 2. to agree to 'Part Load' traffic charges-i.e. that other trffii,c should share

the wagon.
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If 7. was agreed-the wagon u/as 'sheeted' and labelled, and dealt with as in
the first paragraph. If 2. was agreed-the agent at the station of origin would try
to fill the wagon with goods for the s:une or nearby destinations; failing this-
nearby stations worrld be approached for such traffic. As this search could take
several days, it was not often that 'Part Load' was used!

If the consigned goods were of small quantity (under ten hundredweight) there
were various options for the consignee:-

(a) if the goods were 'urgent'-they could be sent "TRANSHIP" and would
travei as Express Goods in specialTranship Wagons or Vans and would be handled
by the Tranship-men from wagon to wagon, and often these vans or wagons

would be switched from train to train, to expedite the delivery of the traffic ! Of
course this service cost more, but as. the census showed-it was well used. If the
weight of the item was below one hundredweight it was supposed to be delivered
to any other L&Y station within 24 hours-but to date this'Guarantee'has not
been found in print!,

(b) if the goods were not urgent, they couldbe sent "CLASS l" (btue label)
o. ;'dLASS 2" (cream label) goods-and these would travelby'road wagon'if
local (the wagon was sent from station to station along a given route-traffic was

removed or added as required-a slow job) ; or if for a long distance would be

placed in a ,sundries'wagon to the nearest centie to its destination, where the
goods would be transferred to the next 'road wagon'. In every case Class 1 traffic
would take precedence over Class 2 traf.fic. It was possible for traffic to stand
several days awaiting the wagon to get a full load before it went on its way for
the next stage. This was the way that most of the other railways ran their traffic,
so it was one up for the L&Y when a better way was available in the Tranship
Service !

(c) if the goods weighed between 1 cwt and 1 stone (141 lbs) it could be dis-
patched as ,,SUNDRIES" traffic-the labels carried a diagonal red band-and.was
dealt with as 'rapid' items, often travelling in the guard's-van as individual items.
This was not a very well used category as "Passenger Parcels" (max.28lbs) cost
very little more and was certainly faster! Sundries traffic was not popular with
the guards either!

Thus it will be seen that the complexities of Goods Traffic are legion*subject
to the vagarities of the Goods Agent, the goods staff (porters, lurnT-men, and also
goods-guards), and often dependent upon the train-driver to take a particular
wagon onto 'his' train. The movement of traffic was normally a long job, partic-
ularly if the goods were consigned by either Class 1 or 2 or Sundries.

On the L &Y, due to the lessons learned in America by Aspinall and implem-
ented by him, every effort was made to expedite the movement of both individ-
ual items and bulk traffic. Goods agents were made to report on the types and
quantities of every type of goods handled, complaints were passed direct to
Head office and it was not uncommon for Agents to be summoned to Hunts Bank
to be cross-examined by 'The Chief' as Aspinall was known!

Traffic was of great importance, and Agents were ordered to go into their
districts to visit every source of such traffic, and woe betide if traffic was known
to be travelling via another line!

8

The Neu Dock from the footbridge uith a'Pug'shunting on the far left. Lines of 12-ton
priuate owner coal wagons'await their turn to unload into the ship at the quay side. The

crane takes (ine udgon at a time and tips the aehicle ouer the hold of the ship to transfer the

load of coaL

GOOLE,
The eastern terminus

D. O. King

THE PORT OF GOOLE is situated on the right bank of the River Ouse at its
junction with the Dutch River, near the head of the Humber estuary. Being the
nearest sea port to the West Riding of Yorkshire it was perhaps to be expected
that the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway should stake a claim in the area and
considerable investment in the latter part of the nineteenth century firmly estab-
lished the Company at the Port of Goole.

The original passenger station had been close to the docks and indeed the
€xtension of the docks in 1882 led to the station being removed to enlarge the
Aldam dock. The station had been in use for goods only for a couple of years
since the L. & Y.R. had commenced using the N.E.R. station on Boothferry Road
in 1879 and continued its services through to Hull by running-powers over the
latter's line. Part ofthe course ofthe old line was obliterated by the construction
of the Stanhope Dock (often called the New Dock) in 1891. A new approach of
quadrupled track was built from a new box at Goole Goods Junction to serve
the New Dock and connect with lines that had been cut off with the dock exten-
sion. From this 'magazine'of sidings ran lines to other docks and considerable
activity took place throughout the day as wagons were shunted about the system.

9



The Stanhope Street sidings were where long lines of full coal wagons would be
broken up and fed to the Stanhope Dock 50-Ton Hydraulic Crane. Van traffic
found its way to the extensive warehouses around the docks and five 'Pugs'were
allocated to Goole shed for this purpose.

The L.&Y,R, operated about eighty goods trains a day from Goole which
would be made up in the storage sidings alongside the Aire and Calder Navigation
Canal, between Goole Goods Junction and the engine shed. (See photo page 25,
'Platform 14'). It is not surprising that the locomotive allocation to Goole shed
was largely of freight types. It has been said many times that the shed became
the last resting place for many of the oldest engines on the system and this is to
some extent born out by 16 of the old Batton Wright'Ironclad'0-6-0s being
there when oaly 50 of the class still existed.

GOOLE SHED (10) LOCO ALLOCATION r92L

'fhe Company had impressive offices on Stanhope Street, built of the dull red
bricks so prevalent in the town. This four-storey building still ranks as one of the
best pieces of architecture in the town rivalled only by the Church on the other
side of the New Dock basin.

Another striking feature of the scene were the giant cranes with their counter-
balance weights hrgh up in opposition to the 'Meccano'-like jib. The four legs

were boxed-in with a skirt of iron sheeting. The same design of crane could be
seen at other L.&Y. docks too. Quite the largest example was the travelling crane
next to the wagon coal hoist in Railway Dock. Stanhope Dock too had a wagon
coal hoist while there were the 'Tom Pudding' hoists in Aldam Dock and the
South Dock. Contemporary accounts refer to the Stanhope Dock Crane as "a
hydraulic crane capable of lifting 50 tons by which heavy machinery, boilers etc
can be transported from rails to steamer, or vice versa". There is a picture in
existence of the crane in the New Dock loading the 'Africa'with Midland Railway
0-6-0s which had been sold to the Mediterranean Railway while the photograph
on the centre pages shows second-hand carriages being shipped in the same way.
A total of fifty locomotives and an unknown number of carriages were exported
in this way to Italy in 1906. It wasn't just coal that was shipped from Goole.

conthrued onpage 16

0-4-0 ST Class 21
28 32 64 155 377
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166 545 547
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The old. uater touer seen tn many oiews of Goole mad,e a fine aiewpoint from which to
obserue the panorama of the town. These two aiews show the town and d,ocks as they uere
before 1890 when the Railway Dock was extended across the centre of the left-hand photo-

graph. The field in front of the church disappeared under water and the Stanhope Street

sidings toould run up the extrerne left hand side of the uiew. Saint John's church dominates

the area and just to the right of it is uhat remained of the original L.€lY. station d.ating

from 1848 but closed in 1879.
The right hand.aiew shows the old 'main' line which has become abusy four'track entry

to the docks. When the new Railway Dock was built, the tracks had to brtdge the extens'ion

of the water uays. Amongst the masts of the sailing-ships which dominate this aiew, there

are just three steamshfus in the nearest dock. Spread out in front of the nearest one ds the

timber yard of Itlingworth InghamSco.with Bridge street crossing right across both pic-

tures and through a leuel-crossing with a raised signal cabin of Saxby g Fanner appearance.

In later years, cranes dominated the scene but none are to be seeno a hundred years ago,

Manchester E Leed,s Railway

It is recorded in Stephenson's Directory of Hull for 1848 that a pleasure tratn from
Hebd.bn Brid.ge and Luddend.en Foot carrted j,200 passengers to HuIl on 22nd Aug.ust 1844.

The trai.n consisted of 82 caniages and, traoelled to Hull oaer the line of the Hull E selby
Ratlway. Th'is would, aaerd,ge 39 passengers per carriage . . . . the 'aaerage'number of engines

ernployed. to rnoae such a load is not recorded.

t2

B.C. Lane collection

BENNEEE'S Bed, lry-. LiaE _of STEAMERS.
FAfrE9-G00LE T0 B0UL}GIVE 0fr 08TEND:-8lNGLE, l5s.: RETURN, 22s. 6d,

REGU LAR STEAM COM M U N ICATION BETWEEN

Goole a!,d, Boulogne, and. Goole and. OstencL.

THtr POT,VBNT'UI SCNBWXTEAME,RS
.. c.{r}irAr" .. I}irDIArr, .. H:r DR Ar"

OR OTHER STEAMERS \lltlLL BE DESPATCHED (VI'EATHER PERMITTING) A$ FOLLOWS:

e00LE to BOULOGNE,jI:ry-ISLDNESDAY aad, SATUBDAY; returaiag every
WEDNESDAY and. SATUBDAY.

e00LE to OSTEND, every SAEUBDAY ; returaiag every WEDI{ESDAY.

The Steamers ply in connection with the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Co., who run their Trains alongside the
Steamers fromwhiCh the merchandise is transhippeddirect, without the risk or expense of Cartage; this is'ofgreat importance
to Shippers, as it insures a quick delivery of their Goods in a clean and undamaged condition.

Goo?s are carried at Through Rates frgm-{.lpa1t_s of the United Kingdom to all towns in Brr,cruu, FnawcE, GEnIvrANv,
Swrrzrnr,AND, etc., and must be specially addressed to John Bennett.

.For rates ani ot/tu information apfly to tlte Ozuner, JOBN BENNETT, OfflceS, BaiIWay D6eks, Goble,
and Qual Bonaparte, Boulogrta, or to tlte Agents at

OSTE}ID-Ur. J. DUCLOS ASSANDRI.
LONDON*G. & A. EEBBING,110, Cannon Street.
BEADFOBD-Ur. C. E. UILTEORPE, 39, OId Market.

IJ UAIICEESTER& LMRPOOT-Msssrs. CARVER,& Co., Carrters
[l ,, ,, TEOMPSON, McKAY, & Co., Carrlers.ll BELFAST-DIr. fr. A. DUNN, ?9, Ormean Road.

lrt

From the ComPany Timetable Lst December L879.
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The Bennett 'Red Cross' ltne of
steamers uJere based at Goole.

As part of the deal for the Mid-
land Railway locos mentioned
in the text a number of old rigid
wheelbase eight-utheel carrtages

of Metrop olitan Railusay origin
u)ere also shipped from Goole to

Boulogne. Notice how the shiP

has been posttioned to facilitate
the loadtng of the aehtcles on

the after-deck of the 'Afrtca'. A
similar number of carriages haue

already been loaded at the for'
ward end. Due to the fixed Posi-
tion of the 50-ton crane, the

uessel had to be moaed for each

deck to be loaded.
The master of the Africa'

was Captain Denby at this Pertod,.
The uessel carne to a sad end,

being sunk, by a mine off the

coast at Deal on 15th SePtem-

ber L915. Two hands were lost.
Rather ru,rpristngly, this eu ent
was not reported tn the local
newspaper, The Goole Times.

Thanks are due to the Direc-
tor of Leisure Sentices, Humber-
side County Council and the
staff of Goole Ltbrary.
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The Stanhope Street dock with Bridge Street across the foreground The L.€, YR. Cornpany
offices stand prominently on the left. The leael crossing gate office can just be seen behind
the footbrid.ge in the left foreground.. The period is the 1930s and all the uans in the siding
are lettered etther LMS or NE.

The new quadruple track, mentioned earlier, crossed Bridge Street near its
junction with Stanhope Street. Here, unlike a number of other crossings on
Bridge Street which were only guarded by a chain and/or flag man, there was a
set of gates, This was complete with a Level Crossing Office, a brick hut for the
gate man.

There were two interesting points about the crossing: the width of the road
was approximately half that of the span across the four tracks. So from L.M.S.
days, and probably before, only the pair of gates on the hut side of the road
were used. The other pair were left permanently open, and pinned back parallel
with the track. Although there was a separate pedestrian-crossing, at the same

side of the road as the hut, with its own gates; there was also a footbridge built
around the back of the hut. It is not thought that there would have been that
many trains a day using this dock line to warrant a bridge. So was the road closed
for extended periods for shunting activities?

At 21ft high, the hut had a surprisingly large ornate chimney for its small size.
Was it so tall to ensure the smoke cleared the footbridge? The chimney was
4ft-6ins wide at thebase andpositioned centrally in the end wall, leaving 1ft-6ins
either side. Under all the grime the bricks were dark red with hints of blue. The
brick pattern was quite curious with 3 layers of stretcher bond between each
cross'layer. To achieve the correct overlapping, odd-sized bricks were required in
each row. The overall effect would make it quite interesting for the modeller to
reproduce. See the drawings for examples of the above. Also note the gaps left in
the brickwork above the door, presumably for ventilation. The decorative barge

LEVEL CROSSN.{G OFFICE
Bridge Street Goole

4mm scale

lof r _lt--

END ELEVATION BACK ELEVATION

boards, guttering boards and finials are worthy of note, being quite ornate for
such a humble building. The roof was tiled in small slates, with lead flashing
around the chimney,

There were two windows in the hut. The one at the front was a bow window
that protnrded 15 inches from the wall. It was 4ft-6ins wide and positioned cen-
trally, i.e. 2ft-9ins from the corners. The toplight in the centre pa.nels opened
inwards and was hinged at the bottom. The window at the back was 4ft wide.
Interestingly, this one was not central in the wall but displaced by f-inch so that
it was 2ft-11ins from the chimney end and 3ft-1inch from the other corner. To
open the window the right-hand slid behind the left. The door faced the track
and was reached by three steps, it was 2ft-9ins wide and 6ft high and opened
inwards.
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There was a cast-iron notice as illustrated on
the left to warn oncoming pedestrians. It was
painted black on a white background but the
L.&Y. painted them the other way round with
the letters picked out in white against a black
or red background.

The 4mm scale drawings are constructed from a few basic measurements and
counting bricks on the photographs, so the dimensions should only be taken as a

guide to those who wish to build a model of the hut.
The building photographs were taken in the spring of 1984, by coincidence,

two weeks before the hut was demolished. The line, though still in use, is now
reduced to a single track across the road. The gates and footbridge have long
gone, flashing lights having been installed. These are operated by the train crews.

l8

DIAGRAIVI FIVE
B. C. Lane

IT CAME as quite a surprise to find that an L.& Y.R. six-wheel cariage body
still exists at Llanfairfechan on the North Wales coast. Glen Foxley and myself
duly went down to examine it this summer and the surprise was even greater for
it turned out to be the iemains of a lavatory composite dating from 1888. There
were only six of these built, to order No. F6 at a cost of 8454,5s 11d. each. They
had two first class compartments which adjoined a shared toilet' In the centre of
the carriage was a small compartment for luggage which incidentally had quite
the smallest doors of any L.& Y. carriage. The luggage doors were just 18%" each
.compared with the other smallest size of 24" fot guards'sections and 26" fot
compaxtments ( of any class). So small were these doors that the company could
not get the full word 'compartment' on them and so they were duly lettered
LUGGAGE coMPT. On the other half of the body were two third class com-
partments.

A lavatory \/as a-rare luxury in 1888 and the vehicles were clearly intended
for through-running to some destination off the parent system. This was a com-
mon practice in the pregrouping period and many L.& Y. carriages journeyed
daily to a selection of 'foreign' termini. Thus the passenger could travel without
changing trains, in the 'through' coach. The absence of second class in these six
vehicles suggests that they might have been primarily intended for running onto
the Midlandwhich had already abolished second class. Most other similar vehicles
were tri-composites.

Diagram 5 has beenproduced as an etched brass kit . See recent newsletters for details.

BEWARE(,F THE
TRAINS
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With the advent of the bogie carriage, the Diagram 5 type were soon displaced
on through-services. It was of prime importance to have prestige stock on your
services to the capital or elsewhere. There is now no record of the services to
which the type wire transferred and I can only add that the evidence of them I
have found is centred on Southport in the later years of the L.& Y. As six-wheel
stock was withdrawn from general service, these compact little vehicles found
enough use for them all to be in the stock list at the grouping.

'lfhe camiage body at Llarfairfechan proved to be No.375...the number
being liberally stamped on droplight and window frames with the order number
and various initials which have turned out to be those of joiners at Newton Heath.
The body is semi-derelict after fifty years at the Welsh coastal resort but enough
of the interior existed to produce the illustrations reproduced here. The roof has
been reboarded at some time but the lincrusta ceilings (or what remains of them)
show'the position of the lamps and ventilators. The carriage was built to drawing
No.2297 which to the best of my knowledge has not survived the passing of the
years but with the body shell and some interior details still in position, there is
not much left to doubt about the actual size and appearance of this rare type of

No.466 in original cond.ition. The gas lamps haae not receiaed wind.shiell.s around the

funnels and. there is no stgn of communication gear on the ends. These aehicles had the
wooden'intermediate'bonnets on the doors and a srnaller toilet window (24") thanmost
other stock. It was the practtce to draw the windnw blinds d'own on all wind,ows for photog'
raphy but the d.aylight just shous through the laaatory from the other side, The luggage

cornpartment uind,ows appear to be the same colour as the bod'yporh. The axleboxes are

the earliest pattern of oil box used by the railuay company and haoe a front which is hinged
downwards for inspection of the journaL photograph courtesy N.R.M. york.

carriage. I was unable to prove whether the luggage compartment windows were
blocked or glazed,. All the photograPhs show the windows in those narrow doors
to be black as though the glass in them was either painted-over or replaced with
board. Each window, which incidentally never had a droplight, has a 2" piece of
timber horizontally across the middle of each aperture and from the way it was
fitted to the frame, it would appear to be original L.& Y. fitting. It is worth
adding that official photographs of other six-wheelers with luggage compartments
appear to have blackened or blocked windows too.

2L
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FIRST CLASS COMPARTME,NT
The illustration shows the condition of the interior with later modifications.

22

This uieu taken at Southport in August 1919 includes three of the type. Part of the picture
(illustrated here) features No. 307 in what might be a recently refurbished, condition. It will
be noted that the lamps haoe been altered to Coligny /Welch type on the ftrst class compart'
ments only and torped,o oents add,ed, to three of the compartnxents. On anotheruehhle not
showry the old, funnel type oentilators to the laoatory haae been altered to torpedo type as

well' Photograph courtesy N.R.M. York

My notes from the order list show the diagram 5 type to have been fitted with
vacuum and Westinghouse brakes, to have been 33 feet long nominally (all such
vehicles rneasured prove to be 33'-2"long over the body), to have had awheel-
base of 22' *6" and weighed 13 ton, 13cwt and 2 qtrs. No withdrawal date has
been found though it is very safe to say that the L.M.S. saw them off before
1933. I have found no proof at all that a further six were built as claimed in the
Oakwood Press booklet L-A Y- Passenger Stock by R.W. Rush. Bob tells me that
this was deduced from a reference in the 'Iron List', a register of metal parts
stocked at Newton Heath. I think someone may be mistaken here. The stock
returns of 1895 show L8 composites to have been built in 1888. Six had four
compartments, lavatory and luggage at a cost of. fr454.5. 11. each and twelve had
2 first and 3 third class compartments at a cost of 5475,8. 10 each. My copy of
the diagram book is dated 1900 and shows six only at that date of the diagram 5

type'
The other twelve, which have obviously caused the confusion, were part of

diagram 7 of which no less than 55 were constructed altogether but that is
another story.

The six composites were fitted with Popes 10" gas lamps to each compartment
and the lavatory. Just twelve months previous to their building, a notice had
been sent round for the attention of all staff stating that "carriages fitted for
Popes gas must work uith trains running only to and from Liuerpool and Man-
chester, other stations being unable to supply gas". Many, if not all of the car-
riages had the first class compartments altered to Coligny lamps. The single feed
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pipe remained. The taller, efficient, coligny lamps were usually accompanied by
dual piping and only the earliest carriages and luggage vans retained the single

feed pipe arrangement in this century. The ventilators over the toilet were similar
to tht larger vents found on shipping and again were only utilised on the earlier

six-wheeled carriages. Some of the Diagram 5 type had them exchanged for Tor-
pedo ventilators in later years when additionat torpedo vents were added to the

two first class compartments and the 'Smoking' third class compartment.
Modellers would find it easy to justify one of these vehicles on their railway

system as it is an individual carriage quite at home tacked onto a through-train
or added to a normal service train as a private hired vehicle . It allows the modeller
of neighbouring railways to correctly add a splash of L.& Y. tan and lake or just
ur, rrrorymoos carriage body like the one neax to the main line at Llanfairfechan,
North Wales.

Running numbers were 27L, 291,307,375,412 and 466.

The drawing aboae is basically an old original produced by the Lancashire U Yorkshire

Railway about 100 years ago to which I hatte add'ed' the roof detail and liuery markings. The

plan is copied from the Diagram Book with dimensions taken from the derelict example in
North. Wales. Seating was auailable for 10 first class and up to 24 third class passengers. Due

to ihe original drawing being in a brittle condition after nearly a century offold,ing, it was

difficult to copy with the carnera and. sorne distortion of line and. scale has followed,. All
parts are to the 'stand.ard' sizes outlined in my article in 'Platform 13' except for the luggage

d,oors mentioned and the smaller than usual, 24" wid,e lauatory windou.

Further Notes on the Accident
at Lostock J.rrction

l- ,'-." -+so' fi z'-2" ---|{*- uu' jF- s.,""-*{.- s-ro''---l

GEOFF PEMBER

IN PLATFORM 13, page 4,I contributed some notes about the LostockJunc-
tion accident on 17th July 1920, in which I have a particular interest as I heard
the crash and was on the scene shortly afterwards. I have recently been able to
study the detailed reports of the accident and certain features of it may be worth
putting on record as they are of special interest. It was a head-on collision, right
on the junction crossing, between a train from Bolton to Preston slowing down
to stop at tJre station and a train from Wigan to Bolton starting to move from
another platform.

There is a road bridge across the station, as shown in the diagram, and the
two-arm bracket signal at the end of the platform on the Wigan branch was made
tall enough to be seen by the driver of an approaching train above the bridge as

he ran into the station. On this occasion, Wright, the driver of the train from
Wigan, standing on the left-hand side of the footplate of 2-4-2T No.1260, and
no doubt weary after ten hours on duty, starting at 4.30 that morning, saw the
signals and thought that the arm for his road was "off", when, in fact, it was at
danger. He didn't check it when his train came to rest as he was attending to the
left-hand injector which was giving trouble and sending up a cloud of steam. The
fireman was also busy attending to the injector on his side. When he got the
"right away" from the guard, Wright started his engine assuming that the signal
was still "off" and it was, in any case, difficult for him to see it at such a height
and partly obscured by steam. At the inquest on the four passengers who died as

a result of the accident the jury decided that Wright was not criminally to blame
and that it was an error of judgement by a man who had otherwise an excellent
record of service.

The guard, Unsworth, travelling in the rear van, couldn't see the signal as the
road bridge was in the way. When the station business was completed he waved
his green flag and Wright started the train. The point, therefore, arose after the
accident as to whether Unsworth slnould have gone forward to check the signal
himself, even if it had meant him walking some distance up the platform. The
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, however, followed the instructions of the
standard rule book which put ihe responsibility for checking the signal on the
driver alone. But it was recalled that in the report on the fatal accident at Preston

Junction on that railway, in 1896, it was recommended that the guard should
check the signal before giving the "right away" to the driver. A few, rather
exceptional railways followed that rule, but the great majority felt that such a
division of responsibility was undesirable.

Anotler point raised during the inquiry was whether there should have been
repeater arms lower down on the signal post which could have been seen much
more easily by the driver when the train was standing at the platform. However,
it seemed that railways at that time were unwilling to incur the expense of fitting
such arms and maintaining them afterwards, as there were very few accidents
which could have been avoided by their use. They were only used when the signal
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arrn was not less than 45feet above the ground, or in a particularly difficult situ-
ation. As a case in point, I made a model of the Up Home signal at the end of the
platform at Snaresbrook where there was not only an overbridge but a curve in
ihe track as well. This repeater arm must have been a great help, too, in the thick
London fogs which preceded the Clean Air Act.

The next point of interest to model makers is that the first two compartments
of the bogie third class coach No.1190 immediately behind the engine of the train
from Wigan'were telescoped by its bunker but without injuries or loss of life.
this was because both compartments had been locked by the guard before the
train left Wigal. It was a normal precaution when there was no brake van or brake
compartmeit immediptely behind the engine, and it certainly paid off in this
case. Modellers who like to populate their coaches with passengers should there-
fore not put any in the two end compartments of a coach if these are likely to
be marshalled n€xt to an engine.

The main frame s of both engines were badly buckled and the buffers and buf-
fer beams were badly bent. Only the engine of the Wigan train suffered derail-
ment and wen then, it was only the leading radial axle that was off the road. The
following coach (No.1190) which u/as an older vehicle strengthening a set of
four elliptical roof coaches also derailed its leading bogie as the first compaxtment
collapsed aga.inst the back of the loco. Just a little of this vehicle can be seen

through the other wrecked stock in the photograph used in 'Platform 13'. The
most damage to stock occurred to the train from Bolton which was entering the
station on the Preston line. In this case, the loco and stock all remained on the
track but the force of the impact caused the two leading vehicles to telescope to-
gether. The photograph shows these two with four crushed compartments in
coach No. 2266 ar,d two in the forward end of No.554. In this case, the locking
of the two compartments behind the engine served no purpose and the casualties
were in the supposably safer compaxtments further back.

From the account of the Lytham accident in the last 'Platform', it would
appear that the rule of locking leading compartments had been relaxed or forgot-
ten in the following four years.

A further comment arising from the Inquiry was that an automatic train con-
trol device would have applied the brakes as the engine went past the signal at
danger and prevented the accident. Such devices at every signal, however, would
have cost a lot of money at a time when railways were still privately owned and
trying to give good dividends to their shareholders. Some tests were carried out
by the G.E.R.in 1920, using the Regan system and a 2-4-2T working ov€r a
ramp at Fairlop, but nothing much came of the trials at that time.

Finally, there should be a word of commendation for Bain, the signalman at
Lostock Junction. As he watched the train from Bolton running towards the
station behind 2-4-2T No.730 he suddenly noticed a plume of smoke and steam
shoot up from the chimney of No. 1260 standing at the platform and realised
that it was starting to move. With great presence of mind he rushed to the window
and shouted at the top of his voice to the enginemen of the Bolton train which
was just passing his box. Fortunately the fireman heard him and got the driver to
make an emergency application of his brakes so that his engine had actually
stopped before No.1260 ran into it. The force of the collision was thus greatly
reduced and probably saved a good many lives and serious injuries.

The ed.itor wishes to thank Mr.T.Beckett for contributions making the following notes
possible.
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Modellers may be interested in the formation of the two trains.

2-2pm down-train Bolton to Preston
No. 2266 bogie third-class carriage
No. 554 et
No. 966 ,,
No. 432 ,,
No. 199 ,,
No. L465 ,,
No. 3 31 ,,
No. 1466 ,,

't

I -"

,,
,,
,,
,,

third-class brake
composite carriage
third-class brake

Diagram 34 arc roof
B c ompartment 49 ft - 0 "

Dtag. 94 5 compt. elliptical
Diag. 86 8 compt. elliptical
Dtag. 94 5 compt. elltpttcal

),

,,
,t

,t

,,
,,
,,
,t

No. 25 four-wheeled milk truck
Weight of train 192 tons 12 cwt. All gas lit except 966 which was electric.

The train was obviously composed of a three-carriage set (the brakes and compo-
site) with five thirds added to it. The milk truck was being returned to either the
Southport or Blackpool area after the morning loaded trip to central Lancashire.
It was normal practice to put milk vans at the rear.

1-50pm up-train Wigan to Bolton
No. 1190 bogie third-class carriage Diag. 34 arc roof 8 compt.
No. 2340 ,, third-class brake Diag. 94 elliptical roof 5 compt. 54 ft.
No. 952 ,, composite carriage Diag. 86 ,, ,, 8 ,,
No. 532 ,, third-class carriage Diag. 98 9 ,,
No. 2339 ,, third-class brake Diag. 94 5 ,,
Weight of train 119 tons 7 cwt. Atl gas lit.

This train is very typical of the company's stopping services. Each train was
basica\ composed of a three, four or five carriage set. Strengthening was done
by adding a vehicle (or more as required) to the front of the train in almost wery
case. This example shows a four-vehicle set with an extra third-class carriage at
the front.

lrl lrl lrl ltl u rlll irlt lit I tl llllrlltllr lrllrl lrl lrl lrl lrllrl

After a jury had awarded a passenger injured in a colltsion on the L.EY.R.
when traaelling from Southport to Manchester, {400 conxpensation, Mr tustice
Brett enquired of Doctor Noble, one of the medical witnesses, how long railway
injuries lasted?

Doctor Noble stated that the injured persons neuer recoaered until after the
trtal- From 'The Engtneer' 22nd, August 1873
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LOSTI)CI( JUNCTION

Ct)LLISION

J U LY 17th 1920

Approximate position

of

Lines and Signals

concerned.

Lostock Junction station aieued before 1896 when the line towards Bolton was quadrupled.

The bridge across the station was built in 1885/6 and the starter signal, of Ratlway Signalltng

Co. design, was raised to show ouer the bridge with a lou repeater arm for the benefit of
driuers starting from the platform in dark or foggy weather, It will be noticed that the star'

ter on the right hand tracks from Preston is stted on the 'wrong' side for easier aisibility. The

wid,ening of the lines into Bolton made new signalling installations necessary and a new 90'
leaer box was proaided tn 1899 wtth a complete restgnalling of the area. Hence, the old sig-

nals (w'ith repeater arm) were replaeed with bracket signals as shown in the track dtagram

and these no doubt contrtbuted to the accident happening. The house and garden was a

curious feature of the junction that has remained to B.R. days.
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